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ABSTRACT 
Functional explication of unascertained proteins is a remarkable achievement in proteomics. 
Proteins subcellular localization serves as the key annotation. Many prediction techniques 
were developed emphasizing on an individual biological point or speculating a subset of all 
localizations. Emulating the protein localization that is studied pivotal is carried out by 
gathering all the necessary biological relevant information and addressing the necessity of 
improving the prediction accuracy. Proteins carry an obligatory role in a wide range of 
bioprocess such as catalysis of biochemical reaction, signal transduction and are requisite for 
cellular processes. They execute the associated functions could be analyzed by predicting 
their associated cellular locations. The colonization of the proteins could be scrutinized by 
considering the features of primary sequence of protein such as physiochemical and amino 
acid composition of the complete protein. The C-terminal and N-terminal physiochemical 
composition and other physicochemical properties of the primary sequence also contribute 
for the subcellular localization. In this paper, the computational technique, J48, best first 
decision tree, random forest are employed for the localization prediction has shown 
significant performance over several other techniques. The integrated latest database  are 
trained with obsolete data and three techniques were employed for studying the subcellular 
localization which documents the increase in the accuracy of the prediction, by 87.711 % 
with J48, 81.67% with random forest, and 88.125% with BF Tree based on the features 
discussed by comparing our techniques over others. 
KEYWORDS: subcellular localization, classification tree, human proteins, physicochemical 
properties.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
Colonization or the localization of the proteins is a pivotal step for explicating the 
interactions, function of the protein and its capable and inherent roles in the cell. The 
scientific determination of the protein colonization still turns out to be a very mechanical and 
time-consuming. The sharply inclining biological data is proportionately widening the gap 
between the number of protein sequences registered and the experimental elucidation of their 
respective functions. The computational techniques for the localization is a capable 
complementary technique as the conventional techniques such as cell fractionation, electron 
and fluorescence microscopy are exorbitant and very time taking. Free diffusion, rejected by 
the membrane leads to the subdivision into sub cellular organelles into which the regulation 
of the proteins is highly specific. 
The Genomic sequencing data serves as the database for the most protein sequences. The 
translation process of the most speculative transcripts from the data serves the purpose. The 
computational strategies are proposed for the experimental classification, genomic annotation 
  
and even for the drug target proposals. These computational techniques take in the 
information about the protein and generate the subcellular localization as the output and these 
have shown to exceed the accuracy of some invitro high throughput techniques. The study of 
the proteins physical location could help us predicting its major physiochemical processes 
and even show some significance to drug designing1. The absence of the protein at its 
location would result in the loss of function and would lead to disorders. Studying the 
subcellular compartment of the human proteins leads us to predict the mechanism of many 
diseases. It is reported that more than 40% of the total human proteins have unknown 
function and structures. 
Databases for human protein subcellular localization include, LOCATE2,3 , PSORTdb4, Hum-
m Ploc5,6, DBSubLoc7, LocDB8, CELLO2GO9. These databases house the protein sequences 
describing subcellular localization of protein. 
Each protein itself carries some features with them which characterize the specific group of 
proteins with other group of proteins. These features are also called the fingerprint of 
proteins. We need to extract these features which are the key process to distinguishing the 
proteins. General biological feature10 include amino acid composition11, physiochemical 
properties, dipeptide composition, relative solvent accessibility, secondary structure. 
Compartment specific biological features include signal peptides, twin arginine translocase 
motifs, transmembrane beta barrels, transmembrane alpha helices. Some features also include 
evolutionary and structure information12. Various softwares used for feature extraction from 
primary sequence data. 
A rule based expert system, PSORT (bacterial classifier)13 introduced , which was later 
improved upon using a different approach of linear interpolation smoothing model have been 
used to build probabilistic profiles using dependency model which are used in linear 
interpolation for gram positive and gram negative bacteria14. Machine learning techniques 
enhance prediction accuracy of 88% achieved by development of hybrid model15 of SVM 
Module (based on amino acid composition, physiochemical properties and dipeptide 
composition) and PSI-BLAST (used to search query segment against a dataset of proteins), 
which is then increased by 1% using machine learning technique, SVM16, trained by multiple 
feature vectors based on n-peptide composition, gives overall accuracy of 89%, 14% higher 
than multimodular PSORT-B. SVM based approach such as SubLoc constructed and predict 
subcellular localization of prokaryotic protein and eukaryotic protein with the accuracy of 
91.4% and 79.4% respectively by using amino acid composition as features of proteins17, 
integrated SVM approach of 2 predict prediction system, TargetLoc and MultiLoc taking 
input sequence features such as amino acid composition, N- targeting sequence, and specific 
protein sequence motifs18. Introduction of SherLoc combining with MultiLoc19 with text 
based features and sequence based features predict localization of Eukaryotic protein20. Using 
multiple physiochemical properties of amino acid, algo with pSLIP21 gives overall accuracy 
of 93.1%, which is then improved by hybrid method combining (1-v-1) SVM model and 
PSLsse (structural homology approach)22 where compartment specific biological features are 
provided gives accuracy of 93.7%. Recent papers suggested MLASSO-Hum predicator23, 
functional domain based method24 by using GO features, GO annotation features of apoptosis 
protein and their homologous proteins reaches accuracy of 96.8% by combining distance 
weighted KNN Classifier25. Human histone methyltransferase SETDBI26 used for protein 
subcellular localization. Some integrated latest databases and ensemble classifier used 
recently27. 
  
In the present study, the methods for predicting subcellular localization can be categorized 
according to the underlying theory, e.g. classiﬁcation based on N-terminal, C- terminal and 
whole protein amino acid and physicochemical composition and other physiochemical 
properties of protein sequence. Random forest, J48, Best First Tree uses classification tree 
algorithm for discriminating six localizations: Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum, 
mitochondria, extra cellular matrix, cytoplasm and nucleus, based on their amino acid 
composition and physiochemical properties information. In this paper we proposed algorithm 
called Random forest, J48 and Best First Tree, to obtain protein extracellular and subcellular 
localization prediction on the basis of multiple physiochemical properties, physiochemical 
and amino acid composition of protein sequence. 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Data Description 
From the more convincing database for multilabel classification learning, Hum-mPLoc28, 
contain new dataset, we obtain human protein directly, accommodate with the subcellular 
localization of human protein. Dataset contain 3681 protein sequences distributed to 14 
different subcellular locations are shown in Table 1. Out of 3,106 proteins which are different 
(with no repetition) from each other, 2,580 belongs to one type of subcellular locations, 480 
protein sequences have 2 type of subcellular locations, 43 protein sequences have 3 type of 
subcellular locations, 3 protein sequences belongs to 4 subcellular locations. Proteins of the 
same subcellular locations do not share more than 25% of sequence identity. 
Table 1: The dataset contain number of protein sequences in different subcellular structures. 
S.No. SUBCELLULAR STRUCTURES Number of protein sequences 
1 Endosome 24 
2 Microsome 24 
3 Centrosome 77 
4 Lysosome 77 
5 Golgi apparatus 161 
6 Endoplasmic reticulum 229 
7 Mitochondria 364 
8 Extracellular matrix 385 
9 Cytoplasm 817 
10 Nucleus 1021 
11 Cytoskeleton 79 
12 Peroxisome 47 
13 Cell membrane 354 
14 Synaptic vesicle 22 
 
The given table describes that total number of protein localized in subcellular compartments 
are 3,681 out of which total number of non- repetitive sequences are 3.106. This table also 
describe that total number of protein present in multiple locations, termed as dataset (Dml) 
are 526 (i.e480+43+3) and in single location (Dsl) are 2,580. 
Proteins correspond to subcellular compartments such as Endosome, Microsome, 
Centrosome, Lysosome, Cytoskeleton, Peroxisomes, Synaptic vesicle were not accepted for  
the prediction of localization as it contains less sequences of protein. In order to ensure that 
  
each location had sufficient number of proteins, only locations having more than 100 
sequences were considered. 
2.1.1 Features Description 
Amino acid composition 
This parameter of amino acid composition is used for prediction of protein subcellular 
localization29,30. It can be easily calculated by fraction of total count of particular amino acid, 
i , within the protein(total number of amino acid in that protein sequence).The amino acid 
composition of each amino acid can be calculated , for amino acid, i  ,total number of amino 
acid (i) residues in the protein divided by total number of amino acid residues in the protein. 
In this paper, amino acid composition at C- terminus and N- terminus are also used as a 
feature for protein subcellular localization. 
Physicochemical properties 
Physicochemical properties of protein are intent by analogous properties of the amino acid in 
it. Different interacting physicochemical properties of the amino acids control the structure 
and hence function of proteins making up the protein, it straighten up to reason that protein 
belong to same subcellular location in the cell must share some conservation in the different 
properties. We used 10 physiochemical properties for the better prediction of protein 
localization in the cell, which includes the following properties, also improbability of 
expression in inclusion bodies. 
a) Molecular weight: It is the mass of the molecule and calculated by multiplying the number 
of atoms in the given element with the atomic mass of each atom. 
b) Codon adaptation index (CAI): Each codon in the gene sequence has the geometric mean 
weight is termed as codon adaptation index. 
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For each amino acid weight of ach of its codons in CAI, is computed from the reference 
sequence set, as the ratio between observed frequency of codon fi and the frequency of most 
frequent synonymous codon fi for that amino acid. 
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c) GRAVY (Grand Average of Hydropathy): The GRAVY value is calculated by adding the 
hydropathy value for each residue and dividing by the length of the sequence31. Hydrophobic 
amino acid residues tend to be locating internally in the protein while hydrophilic amino acid 
residues are present toward the protein surface. These two hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
properties of amino acid side chain, represented by hydropathy index of an amino acid. 
Larger the number is more hydrophobic the amino acid. 
d) Isoelectric point: It is the pH at which the amino acid is neutral and the point at which 
amino acid does not migrate in an electric field or we can say that amino acid carries no net 
electrical charge in the statistical mean. 
  
e) Physicochemical composition of amino acid at C- terminus and N- terminus: The 7 
physicochemical properties of amino acid residues are hydrophobicity, normalized 
VanderWaals volume, polarity, polarizibility, charge, secondary structures and solvent 
accessibility. These properties are used to compute the occurrence frequency of residues 
indicated as polar, hydrophobic, and neutral in a protein sequence. The equations are given 
below 
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Where i = 1,2,……,7 and  
, ,i polarf ,i neutralf and ,i hydrophobicf  is the frequency of amino acid 
featured by polar, neutral and hydrophobic respectively. N is the length of the protein 
sequence. 
20 amino acids are characterized on the basis of these properties32.  
f) Charge on protein sequence and average residue charge: Amino acid side chains, carboxy-
termini and amino-termini and some prosthetic groups and bond ions are responsible for the 
charge on protein. The charge on the protein is the sum of charges on the individual amino 
acid side chain and the presence of individual amino acid side chain near group of non-polar 
or highly charged side chain decide the charge on them. Charge can be calculated by the 
given formula, 
logpH H       
If the pH is lower than pKa, then amino acid side chain will be protonated, and if vice versa, 
then amino acid side chain will be deprotonated. 
g) Index of translation efficiency: Translation efficiency is the rate of mRNA translation into 
proteins within the cells. It has been measured in protein per mRNA per hour. 
h) A280 molar extinction coefficient (1mg/ml): For a given substance dissolved in a given 
solute, absorbance is measured at a given wavelength, molar absorptivity is constant (Acc. to 
Beer’s Law) and for this reason molar absorptivities are called molar absorption coefficient 
or molar extinction coefficient. The relationship of absorbance to protein concentration is 
linear. Three amino acids, tryptophan (W), Tyrosine(Y), Cysteine(C) are taken into account 
for molar extinction coefficient of protein. At 280nm, value of molar extinction coefficient of 
protein is estimated by the weighted sum of the 280nm molar absorption coefficient of these 
three amino acids.  
ᵋ  = (nW5500) + (nY1490) + (nC125) 
where n is the number of tryptophan residue, tyrosine residue and cysteine residue in the 
protein sequence and these numerical values are the molar absorptivities at 280nm.  
  
i) Energetic cost for manufacturing amino acid components of each protein: Protein synthesis 
is the energy dependent process which requires highest cost to synthesize protein33 and 
arranging their amino acids in a chain.  
 
2.2 Techniques 
2.2.1J48 
J48 is the extension of ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3). J48 considered as a good predictive 
machine learning model that follows the uncomplicated, easy algorithm (it is an open source 
Java implementation of C4.5 algorithm). We first needs to create a decision tree that begin 
with a set of new cases that have certain attribute values of the obtained training data. 
Attribute value for every node is having some specific selection criterion and the best 
attribute value is selected for branching. Best attribute is the one that can discriminate the 
various cases more clearly. Attribute is selected based on the Entropy and Information Gain.  
Entropy (disorder, impurity) of the set of cases, S, (for binary classification), 
1 2 1 0 2 0( ) log ( ) log ( )Entropy S p p p p    
Where, 1p  is the fraction of positive cases in set of cases, S, and 0p  is the fraction of 
negative cases in ‘S’.  
For multi class classification, with ‘M’ number of categories, entropy is, 
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Information Gain: Splitting on the feature ‘F’ results in the expected reduction in the entropy. 
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Where, ‘ vS ’ is the subset of ‘S’, having value ‘v’ for ‘F’. 
C4.5 (statistical classifier) is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree developed by Ross 
Quinlan. Quinlan also summarize other methods of characterization and classification (rule 
based expert system, neural network learning algorithm, nearest neighbour classifiers, genetic 
algorithm, and maximum likelihood classifiers) in his book, C4.5: Programs for Machine 
Learning. He also explained the basic algorithm called divide and conquer, require for 
constructing all decision tree and wide range of issues related to decision tree. The book also 
covers he mathematical definitions of the parameters of selection criterion for splitting the 
tree branch such as information gain and gain ratio criterion. The splitting criterion used for 
the node is normalized information gain (difference in entropy). Because of its additional 
features this algorithm is much more improved than ID.3 algorithm. Additional features 
include handling problem of missing attribute value, decision tree purning, deduction of 
principle (rules) that takes every terminal of the tree and makes rule out of it. Initially tracing 
back up the tree from the terminal or leaf of the tree, collecting entire test into a set joined as 
a concomitance, handling attribute with different cost, continuous attribute value ranges, 
handling both continuous and discrete variable attributes and improving computational 
efficiency. 
  
2.2.2Best first decision tree classifier 
BFTree is one of the machine learning techniques used for various purposes. Best first 
decision tree (BFTree) accesses the pre-defined process for the standard decision trees. Both 
the categorical and numerical variables are accessed. This method just adds an additional 
“best” split node to the tree in every step which eventually reduces the impurity among the 
nodes present for splitting. The BFTree is constructed using the standard divide-and-conquer 
fashion same as for the standard depth-first decision tree. This construction carries either till 
all the nodes are pure or till specific number of expansions. The major concern while growing 
the best first decision tree is the method to decide which attribute should be split and which 
way the data has to split. The purity can be checked using its opposite. There are many 
algorithms to measure the impurity. 
Pruning in the decision trees: The noise and the data variability that results in overfitting 
don’t make the fully expanded trees as effective as the smaller trees. Pruning is the process 
that makes sure of the tree size and makes it effective. All the decision trees are followed by 
the pruning algorithms. Both the pre and post pruning algorithms have their own advantages 
as the pre- pruning algorithm stops from diverging of any unnecessary branches. And post -
pruning is considered profitable because of the “early stopping”. These algorithms are 
basically stated for the cross validation process. 
Best first based pre pruning and best first based post pruning: As in the standard decision 
trees the pre-pruning in the best first decision trees stop expanding a tree anticipating the 
increase of the error rate when split further. To this end the trees are considered parallel for 
all the training folds. For the each expansion the average error estimate is based on the 
temporary tree in all folds. In all the folds this BFTree expands one node at a time. We don’t 
need to regenerate the tree in each fold while expanding. We need to select the best node 
from the node list keeping the previous tree to split which is accounted to save the 
computational time. In best first based post pruning, the trees in all the training folds are in 
parallel fashion. The error is estimated based on the temporary trees in all the folds and the 
same is continued till the trees cannot be expanded. The number of expansions and the error 
estimated based on the cross validation can be calculated. 
2.2.3Random Forest 
Random forest develops lots of decision tree based on random selection of data and random 
selection of independent variables and it provides the class of dependent variable based on 
many random trees which serves the source for the forest. Random selection of data may 
have some overlapping of data. For growing the tree, these samples will be the training set. 
Most of the trees can provide correct prediction of class for most part of data, only some 
fraction of data goes wrong at different places. It is the better classification technique for the 
class prediction of dependent variable (query sample). Leo Breiman has described random 
forest effectively and characterized the accuracy of random forests. 
Large numbers of decorrelated decision trees are collected to make them use in classification. 
It is named as forest because we use lots of decision trees. This is the technique based on the 
“bagging” technique. Bagging technique explains that accuracy of the classification can also 
be increase by consolidating the learning model. To create a model with low variance, 
bagging follows an idea of average the noisy and unbiased models, in terms of classification. 
Random forest algorithm is very easy to understand that we can explains easily by using an 
simple example that is given as 
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Where, S is the set of sample and 
11, 21, 1 , 2N Nf f f f is the features of the sample, that is, 1Af is the 
feature 1 of the thA  sample and 2 Af is the feature 2 of the 
thA  sample. Similarly, 
1 , 2N Nf f  are 
the feature 1 of the Nth sample and feature 2 of the Nth sample respectively in the feature set 
‘S’.
, ,A B NC C C  
which means that we have lots of features and a training class. 
From these given random subsets that are created from the previous sample subset ’S’, we 
make the decision trees, that is, decision tree 1, from the random sample subset 1, ‘ 1s ’ and so 
on. As we have lots of decision trees, this is called random forest. After creating all of these 
decision trees from the different samples from each of the sample sets, we have different 
variation of the main classification. By using these decision trees we are going to create a 
ranking of all classifiers. We can count number of votes to predict the class of query protein. 
2.3 Measurements of Performance Evaluation 
All the data regarding the predictive performance could be extricated and we acquire the 
correctly classified instances that describe the percentage of the ligands for which the bio-
targets could be positively predicted. It could be calculated as the total number of the 
correctly classified instances (primary diagonal of confusion matrix) divided by the total 
number of instances (sum of all the elements in matrix) and multiplied by 100, incorrectly 
classified instances that gives out the percentage of the ligands which reports a negative 
prediction of the bio-target, kappa statistics predicts the statistical significance of the model. 
It could be employed when the two binary variables are to measure the same identity. It 
documents the measure of the agreement. It could be studied by       
 1    2             Total 
1      p11 p12    p1 
2 p21         p22 p2 
 p1   p2               1 
 
Then, Po= P11+ P22 and Pe=P1P1+P2P2 
Then, the value of kappa, K is defined as  
 K= P0-Pe/1-Pe 
Errors are calculated such as Mean absolute error that used to calculate the proximity of the 
predictions to the eventual outcomes and is given by 
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Root relative squared error (also Relative absolute error) is calculated by dividing the Mean 
absolute error by the error of the Zero R classifier (a classifier, which simply selects the most 
  
frequent value) and Root mean squared error is applied to obtain the differences between the 
observed values to the original values. 
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Relative absolute error counts in the total absolute error and normalizes it by using the total 
absolute error of the predictor. 
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, where P(ij) is the value predicted by the individual program i for sample 
case j (out of n sample cases); Tj is the target value for sample case j; andT is given by the 
formula: 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Dataset of 3,681 proteins was used to build the models and ten-fold cross validation was used 
to validate the models developed. The usual matrices to assess the performance of a 
classification algorithms viz. Accuracy, incorrectly classified instances, kappa statistics, 
mean absolute error, root mean squared error, relative absolute error, root relative squared 
error have been calculated that are shown in table 5. The results and ten-cross validation for 
all three algorithms are given in table 2-5. 
 
Table 2: The statistical parameters associated with ten-cross validation (J48). 
     META-MULTCLASS-1V-1-J48- Scheme:       
weka.classifiers.meta.MultiClassClassifier -M 3 -R 2.0 -S 1 -W 
weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -- -C 0.25 -M 2 
J48 
 Predicted Class Actual 
Total Actual Class GA ER MC EC CP NP 
GA 105 6 0 8 35 7 161 
ER 9 195 1 5 12 7 229 
MC 1 0 351 7 2 3 364 
EC 16 1 1 257 8 102 385 
CP 37 5 0 2 748 24 816 
NP 1 0 3 103 9 1306 1422 
Predicted Total 169 207 356 382 814 1449 3377 
 
  
Table 2 shows that J48 predict that 105 protein sequences are related to Golgi apparatus 
which actually belongs to Golgi apparatus out of 161 and it also predict that 9 proteins out of 
229 that are actually belongs to endoplasmic reticulum, are predicted to be the protein 
sequences belongs to Golgi apparatus. Also 1 protein sequence out of 364 is predicted to be 
the protein of Golgi apparatus but actually that 1 protein belongs to mitochondria. Similarly, 
16 out of 385, 37 out of 816 and 1 out of 1422 protein sequences actually belong to 
extracellular compartment, cytoplasm and nucleus respectively but J48 predict these proteins 
belongs to Golgi apparatus. So from the given prediction, it is concluded that actual protein 
sequences of Golgi Apparatus is 161 but predicted protein by using J48 is 169 ( including 
protein sequences of other subcellular compartments also). In the same way we can observe 
all the predicted outputs for all subcellular compartments using random forest shown in Table 
3 and using Best First Decision Tree shown in Table 4. 
Table 3: The statistical parameters associated with ten-cross validation (random forest). 
Table 4: The statistical parameters associated with ten-cross validation (Best First Tree). 
 
     META-MULTCLASS-1V-1-J48- Scheme:       
weka.classifiers.meta.MultiClassClassifier -M 3 -R 2.0 -S 1 -W weka.classifiers.trees.J48 
-- -C 0.25 -M 2 
RANDOM FOREST 
 Predicted Class  
Actual 
Total Actual Class GA ER MC EC CP NP 
GA 26 34 1 11 82 7 161 
ER 21 136 14 7 40 11 229 
MC 1 21 298 3 32 9 364 
EC 3 1 0 213 12 156 385 
CP 6 7 1 10 733 59 816 
NP 2 1 4 49 14 1352 1422 
Predicted Total 59 200 318 293 913 1594 3377 
META-MULTCLASS-1V-1-J48- Scheme:       weka.classifiers.meta.MultiClassClassifier 
-M 3 -R 2.0 -S 1 -W weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -- -C 0.25 -M 2 
BF TREE 
 Predicted Class 
Actual 
Total Actual Class GA ER MC EC CP NP 
GA 102 6 0 7 40 6 161 
ER 11 195 0 6 12 5 229 
MC 0 1 351 5 3 4 364 
EC 9 1 0 240 9 126 385 
CP 28 3 0 5 759 21 816 
NP 0 1 0 85 7 1329 1422 
Predicted Total 150 207 351 348 830 1491 3377 
  
Table 5:  Comparison of prediction performance of classifiers.  
 
Table 5 shows the comparison of measured performance evaluation results of all three 
techniques. From the classical fare calculation, we obtain the results of the global instances 
values, correctly classified, incorrectly classified instances and the kappa statistic. All the 
three techniques used reported a high % of accuracy and a higher acceptable kappa statistic 
value. Kappa statistic value was documented as 0.8317 for J48, 0.7422 for Random forest and 
0.8363 for BF Tree where 0.7-1 is reported as the highly acceptable rate. The correctly 
classified instances when analysed for all the three techniques were more than 80% reporting 
better results over others. 
4. Conclusion 
Developed models could be employed to explicate undesignated proteome into six 
localizations of intracellular and extracellular in a high throughput manner. The non-
redundant databases for training might also corroborate that the models have a remarkable 
characterization capability. The primary feature of this technique is the use of classification 
tree algorithms and prediction that was reported, so that the accuracy is ensured. This 
approach could be employed for the localization of several undesignated proteins. It could be 
stated as the successful tool for the annotation of various proteins and very successful the 
protein subcellular localizations with a greater tenacity and reliability. Its application is 
epitomized through the prediction techniques BF Tree, random forest and J48, with the latest 
scientific methods. The proposed technique based on the N and C terminal amino acid and 
physiochemical composition for the prediction of the localization could be stated very 
reliable. 
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